Meet Cheryl Lentz, DM
Dr. Cheryl Lentz is an international bestselling author as part of the
collaboration sensation: The Expert Success Solution. She is also the multi award winning
publisher of the internationally acclaimed series, The Refractive Thinker®-a collaboration of
more than 80 contributing doctoral scholars from around the world.
As President of The Lentz Leadership Institute, she is dedicated to publishing exceptional
dissertation research. She has more than 19 publications to her credit, an award winning
author known globally for her writings as an authority on leadership, critical and refractive
thinking, as well as a professional educator integrating emerging technology as part of her
teachings in her ground breaking book: Technology That Tutors: 7 Ways to Save Time Using
the Blog as a Teaching Tool. As an accomplished university professor, speaker, editor, and
consultant, she is a highly sought after expert in teaching thousands to apply critical
thinking skills to problem solve in record time.
Join Dr. Cheryl as she offers proven strategies to shorten your learning curve to think
beyond limits when facing problems in your personal and professional settings. Learn to fail
faster to succeed sooner using proven skills to move you forward more effectively through
individual coaching, Tele Seminars, and online classes using The WRIST Method. Invite Dr.
Cheryl to influence your thought leaders at your next event!

Sample Speaking Topics

Tributes

Learn to Think like Einstein: The WRIST Method –
Dr Cheryl reveals her 5 step process to learning to more
effectively solve problems. Help is at the end of your WRIST.

Get out of your Golden Palace – Let Dr. Cheryl take
you on a mythical journey to meet Henry, Merlin, and King William
of the Kingdom of Knoddingham, as they learn valuable leadership lessons
to get out from your own Golden Palace.

Technology That Tutors – Students are waiting to connect with their
faculty in the classroom. Dr Cheryl reveals her secrets to integrating
emerging technologies-through video, the blog, and social media for more
effective student and faculty
experiences.

Invite Dr. Cheryl to influence
your thought leaders at your
next event!
Office: (505) 990-2274
Mobile: (702) 719-9214
Email: drcheryllentz@gmail.com

Visit www.ThinkingBeyondLimits.com

